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Abstract1

Measurements of the isotopic composition of water vapor (H2Ov) provide2

valuable insights into the hydrological cycle, whereas eddy covariance (EC)3

measurements are widely used to quantify biosphere-atmosphere exchange4

processes. Yet, the direct combination of water isotope approaches and the5

EC method remains technically challenging. Here, we present the first EC6

mearurements of δ18O and δD of evapotranspiration (ET) over the full grow-7

ing season of a beech forest in central Germany. This EC implementation is8

based on 2 Hz measurements of the mole fraction and isotopic composition9

of water vapor (CH2O,v, δD and δ18O) with a customized version of a com-10

mercially available water vapor isotope analyzer. The isotopic composition11

of ET showed a seasonal variability from −19 to 0h for δ18OET and from12

−140 to −25h for δDET. The setup-specific limitations of our measure-13

ments yield a mean bias of 0.03 mmol m−2s−1 of the measured net water flux.14
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Spectral and cospectral analysis showed that high-frequency dampening was15

less pronounced for our EC setup (which was equipped with heated tubing)16

than for the standard EC setup at this site. Thus, we conclude that direct17

EC measurements of the isotopic composition of ET are feasible for both,18

δ18OET and δDET. We propose that EC-based measurements of the isotopic19

composition of ET are feasible to improve our understanding of the hydrolog-20

ical cycle, especially where flux gradient methods show limited applicability.21

Our simultaneous measurements of δDET and δ18OET reveal the difference22

between transpiration-dominated and evaporation-dominated periods. This23

study highlights the potential of simultaneous measurements of δ18OET and24

δDET.25

Keywords26

deuterium;oxygen isotopes; water vapor; isotopic forcing27

1. Introduction28

Stable isotopes are a promising tool to enhance our understanding of29

ecosystem gas exchange on various scales (e.g. Yakir and Sternberg, 2000,30

Dawson et al., 2002). In particular, studying δ18O and δD in water vapor31

can provide insights into the hydrological cycle (see e.g. Gat, 1996, Wang32

and Yakir, 2000, Griffis, 2013). Measurements of stable isotopes in water33

vapor (H2Ov) have been used for example to partition, constrain and esti-34

mate evapotranspiration (ET) (Wang and Yakir, 2000). Particularly on an35

ecosystem scale, measurements of the isotopic composition of ET have been36
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General nomenclature

c Atom and isotope mole fractions (e.g cheavy)

C Molecule mole fractions (e.g. CH2O,v)

σA Allan deviation

Sαα(f) Energy spectrum of α(t); Sαα(f) = · · · = |F [α(t)]|2

cospαβ(f) Cospectrum between α(t) and β(t); cospαβ(f) = · · · = F [α(t)]∗ · F [β(t)]

Re Reynolds number

Stable isotope specific notations

Cklm Isotopologue mole fraction (in AFGL notation)

with k, l and m as the isotopes mass numbers modulo 10

R Isotope ratio defined as R := cheavy/clight

Rstd Isotopic ratio of a standard material

δ Relative deviation of the measured isotope ratio from Rstd

δa Atmospheric delta values

Isotope Flux quantities

FCklm Isotopologue flux; FCklm = ρ̄aw′Cklm ′

IFδ Isoforcing; IF = w′δ′

Abbreviations

EC Eddy covariance

ET Evapotranspiration

WVIA Water vapor isotope analyzer

EP-WVIA Enhanced performance water vapor isotope analyzer (Los Gatos)

2 Hz-HF-WVIA WVIA for 2 Hz measurements (with high flow plumbing)

WVISS Water vapor isotope standard source (Los Gatos)

DPG Dew point generator

HF-WVISS WVISS optimized for high flow

VSMOW Vienna standard mean ocean water

HITRAN High-resolution transmission molecular absorption

AFGL Air force geophysics laboratory

IRMS Isotope ratio mass spectrometry

IRGA Infrared gas analyzer

LMWL Local meteoric water line

Table 1: Nomenclature and abbreviations used in this publication.
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carried out mainly based on Keeling plot1 (Yakir and Wang, 1996, Williams37

et al., 2004, Wei et al., 2015, Wang et al., 2010) and flux gradient approaches38

(Lee et al., 2007, Welp et al., 2008, Hu et al., 2014, Wen et al., 2016). Keeling39

plot approaches (Keeling, 1958) assume the mixing of only two components40

(see e.g. Pataki et al., 2003) whereas the flux gradient method is based on41

Monin and Obukhov similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954, Kaimal42

and Finnigan, 1994) and assumes a common eddy diffusivity for different43

isotopologues2 (Griffis, 2013). Both methods have their limitations: For the44

Keeling plot method, the underlying two-component-assumption has been45

shown to be violated in numerous studies (reviewed by Griffis, 2013). Flux46

gradient methods on the other hand show generally limited reliability in47

some applications (in particular above tall vegetation) (Griffis, 2013). Thus,48

the more direct EC method that has comparably few theoretical assumptions49

(Griffis et al., 2010) and can be derived from first principles, could provide an50

alternative or supplement to flux gradient and Keeling plot methods (Griffis,51

2013). However, for the application of the EC method, high-frequency mea-52

surements are needed (e.g. Werner et al., 2012).53

Over the last decades, the potential of measurements of the isotopic com-54

position with high temporal resolution increased due to progress in optical-55

based measurement techniques (e.g. Werner et al., 2012). In particular, iso-56

tope ratio infrared spectroscopy (IRIS) facilitated near continuous and high-57

1Here we define the Keeling plot approach by the calculation of the intercept of δ
values against the reciprocal mole fractions that can be derived from the conservation
of mass in a two component mixing model. In particular, we use the term Keeling plot
independently of the temporal or spatial separation of the measurement points.

2Isotopologues are defined e.g. by Coplen (2011) as ’Molecular species that differ only
in isotopic composition (number of isotopic substitutions) and relative molecular mass’.
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frequency measurements of isotopic compositions (Wen et al., 2016). Thus,58

with recent developments in laser spectroscopy, also direct EC measurements59

for stable isotopologue fluxes became feasible. In the last years, a number of60

studies showed applications of direct EC measurements of the isotopic com-61

position of CO2 fluxes (Griffis et al., 2008, Sturm et al., 2012, Wehr et al.,62

2013) and use these measurements to partition net CO2 fluxes into respira-63

tion and photosynthesis (Wehr et al., 2016, Oikawa et al., 2017). For water64

vapor, there is only one study that directly measured the δ18O composition65

of ET using the EC technique with a fast (10 Hz) lead-salt tunable diode66

laser spectroscopy system (TGA200, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT,67

USA) (Griffis et al., 2010). In this study, carried out above a corn/soybean68

canopy, ET acted to enrich the atmosphere in 18O and the diurnal cycle of69

δ18OET showed a progressive enrichment throughout the day. Further, at70

the same field site, Griffis et al. (2011) carried out simultaneous EC mea-71

surements of δ18O in CO2 and H2Ov and used the obtained data to study72

the oxygen exchange between CO2 and H2O on an ecosystem scale. Another73

implementation of the EC technique used the slower standard version of the74

off-axis integrated cavity output spectrometer (WVIA, Los Gatos Research75

Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) to measure the isotopic composition of both δ18OET76

and δDET (Good et al., 2012). This instrument is capable of 1 Hz data ac-77

quisition but has an internal cell residence time of 5.7 s (Good et al., 2012),78

dampening the measurement frequency below 0.2 Hz.79

Reasons for the sparse availability of EC measurements of the isotopic80

composition of ET can be found in the limited availability of fast laser spec-81

trometers as well as complications related to condensation and dampening82
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effects in tubes. If these problems can be overcome, direct EC measurements83

of the isotopic composition of ET can provide an alternative or a supplement84

to flux gradient and Keeling plot methods. In particular, the simultaneous85

measurement of δET for both, δ18O and δD could be a promising tool for86

the analysis of the hydrological cycle on an ecosystem scale. In other con-87

texts, dual isotope approaches have been proven to provide valuable insights88

into the isotopic composition of precipitation (Dansgaard, 1964), the isotopic89

composition of water vapor in the surface layer (Welp et al., 2012) and in90

the planetary boundary layer (Griffis et al., 2016), or to analyze the water91

uptake by plants (Meißner et al., 2014, Bowling et al., 2017).92

The objective of this study is to demonstrate the capability of the high-93

flow and high-frequency optimized water vapor isotope analyzer (2 Hz-HF-94

WVIA, Los Gatos Research Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) to perform continuous95

2 Hz measurements of H2Ov. We evaluate the analyzer’s precision and po-96

tential accuracy and discuss the capability and limits of our setup to perform97

EC measurements based on the measured spectra and cospectra. Moreover,98

we present the diurnal and seasonal variability of the isotopic composition of99

ET in a managed beech forest as measured with EC.100

2. Methods101

2.1. Field site102

We carried out this study at a 44 m high meteorological measurement103

tower in a managed beech forest (Fagus sylvatica L.) in Thuringia (central104

Germany) located at 51◦19’41,58” N; 10◦22’04,08” E; 450 meters above sea105

level. The forest in the surrounding of the meteorological tower is composed106

of four relatively homogeneous stands (with an age of 30-40, 80, 125 and107
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180 years respectively) with the 125 years old stand in the dominant wind108

direction in the southwest of the tower (Anthoni et al., 2004). The height of109

this stand, defined as the average height of the 20 % largest trees was 37 m110

in 2004, and the maximum effective leaf area was approximately 4 m2m−2111

(Anthoni et al., 2004). The mean annual air temperature between 2002112

and 2016 was approximately 8.3 ◦C with a standard deviation of 0.7 ◦C, and113

the mean annual precipitation was approximately 600 mm with a standard114

deviation of 150 mm (personal communication: Rijan Tamrakar,University115

of Goettingen, Bioclimatology, Faculty of Forest Sciences and Forest Ecol-116

ogy, Goettingen, Germany). In 2016, when our measurements took place,117

the mean annual temperature was 8.73 ◦C and annual precipitation was ap-118

proximately 660 mm (personal communication: Rijan Tamrakar,University of119

Goettingen, Bioclimatology, Faculty of Forest Sciences and Forest Ecology,120

Goettingen, Germany).121

2.2. Theory122

2.2.1. Stable isotopes - definitions and constants123

To quantify isotopic compositions, we use the standard δ notation that124

gives the relative deviation of the isotopic ratio R from the corresponding125

ratio of a standard material Rstd (cf. Coplen, 2011).126

δ :=
R−Rstd

Rstd

with R :=
cheavy
clight

(1)

With the mole fractions cheavy and clight of the respective heavier and127

lighter isotopes. For convenience, δ values are often reported in per mil (h).128

All δ values given in this paper are referring to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean129
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Water (VSMOW) with R
D/H
VSMOW=155.76×10−6 and R

18/16
VSMOW = 2005.2×10−6130

(NIST, 2005). As large parts of our data analysis are based on isotopologue131

mole fractions instead of isotope ratios, we additionally use the so-called Air132

Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) notation (Rothman et al., 2003). This133

notation directly refers to the mole fractions of the different isotopologues134

using a three-digit-notation Cklm, where k, l and m are the mass numbers135

of the respective isotopes modulo 10. In AFGL notation, the four most136

prevalent isotopologues of water (with their relative natural abundances in137

parenthesis) are C161 (0.997), C181 (2.2× 10−3), C171 (3.7× 10−4) and C261
138

(3.1×10−4). The natural abundances given here are taken from the HITRAN139

database (Rothman et al. 2013, derived from De Biévre et al. 1984). A set140

of formulae to switch from the common δ notation to the AFGL notation141

are given by Wehr et al. (2013) for the case of CO2. To convert from one142

notation to the other, we followed this procedure in an analogous manner for143

H2O, with the exception of the correction for 17O. Here, we assume a fixed144

ratio of R17/16 = 3.7× 10−4.145

2.2.2. The eddy covariance (EC) method146

The EC method is widely used to calculate a molecule’s net ecosystem147

exchange, NEE (ET in case of water vapor). Assuming horizontally homoge-148

neous air flow, i.e. no horizontal advection, the conservation of mass yields149

the molecule’s NEE is balanced by a) the vertical flux FC of the molecule150

through a plane above the canopy (from here: eddy flux density or eddy flux)151

and b) the change in storage S of the molecule below this plane (cf. Gu et al.,152

2012). In the case of water vapor flux we get ET = FCH2O
+ S (cf. Griffis153

et al., 2010).154
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To calculate FC , the EC method ignores vertical advection (cf. Gu et al.,155

2012) and assumes fully developed turbulence, stationarity of the data, and156

negligible density fluctuations (Foken and Wichura, 1996). With standard157

Reynolds averaging, FC equals the covariance between w and C (see e.g.158

Baldocchi, 2003).159

FC = ρ̄a w′(t)C ′(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cov(w,C)

= ρ̄a

∫ ∞
0

cospw′,C′(f) df (2)

Where ρ̄a is the mean molar density of air, and cosp(f) is the one-sided160

cospectrum3.161

2.2.3. Isotope EC measurements162

The eddy flux density F klm of an isotopologue can be calculated as the163

covariance between w and the isotopologues mole fraction Cklm (e.g. Wehr164

et al., 2013).165

F klm := ρ̄aw′Cklm ′ (3)

The isotopic composition of a molecule’s eddy flux δF can be calculated166

directly from the corresponding isotopologue fluxes (Wehr et al., 2013). Here167

we equate the isotopic composition of the eddy flux density with the isotopic168

composition of ET. In the supplementary material, we discuss a) the effect169

3Here we use the definition of cospw′,C′ that is given e.g. by Kaimal and Finnigan
(1994) as cospw′,C′(f)=<e[F(Rw′C′)] with the cross covariance Rw′,C′ :=

∫
w′(τ)C ′(τ +

t) dτ . Using the cross correlation theorem, this can be transformed into
cospw′,C′(f)=F [w′(t)]∗ · F [C ′(t)], a formula given e.g. by Stull (1988).
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of storage on the isotopic composition of ET δET based on literature and170

b) estimate the magnitude of storage for our measurements. This indicates171

that ET and the H2Ov eddy flux deviate only by approximately 3 %. In172

general, this equalization could be violated, if the isotopic composition of173

the storage term would largely deviate from the isotopic composition of ET.174

However, here we use this equalization to be consistent to other ecosystem175

scale measurements of δET (Lee et al., 2007, Welp et al., 2008, Griffis et al.,176

2010, 2011, Good et al., 2012, Hu et al., 2014, Huang and Wen, 2014, Wang177

et al., 2016, Wen et al., 2016). Thus, we estimate the isotopic composition178

of ET on ecosystem scale by:179

δ18OET =
F 181/F 161 −R18/16

VSMOW

R
18/16
VSMOW

δDET =
F 261/(2F 161)−RD/H

VSMOW

R
D/H
VSMOW

(4)

The factor of two in case of deuterium takes into account the two different180

equivalent positions of the hydrogen/deuterium atom in the water molecule181

(Kerstel, 2004), as described for oxygen in CO2 by Wehr et al. (2013).182

The covariance between w and δ can be evaluated directly and is called183

ecosystem scale isoforcing IF. This quantity is related to the corresponding184

flux FC and its isotopic composition δF in the following way (Lee et al., 2009):185

IF := w′δ′ =
FC
Caρ̄a

(δF − δa) (5)

With the molecule’s mole fraction Ca, the mean molar density of air ρ̄a,186

and the isotopic composition of the atmosphere δa. By setting up an isotopic187

mass balance (see e.g. Lai and Ehleringer, 2011) the isoforcing-related change188

in the atmospheric δ value can be related to IF according to Eq. 6 (see Sturm189
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et al., 2012). The underlying assumptions are a homogeneous change in δa190

over the whole boundary layer with its height h, and no other flux component.191

IF
Eq.5
=

FC
Caρa

(δF − δa) = h
dδa
dt

(6)

2.2.4. Random uncertainty estimation192

We calculated an estimate for the random uncertainty of a molecule’s193

or isotopologue’s flux F based on the Mann and Lenschow (ML) model194

(Lenschow et al., 1993, 1994, Mann and Lenschow, 1994). This method195

assumes that the (theoretically stationary and infinite) time series of w and196

C have a joint Gaussian probability density and the existence of an inte-197

gral timescale TF (Lenschow et al., 1993). There are multiple definitions of198

the integral timescale TF (cf. Lenschow et al., 1993, van den Kroonenberg199

et al., 2012, Saleska et al., 2012). For our dataset we use the definition200

TF :=
∫ τmax

0

Rw,C

w′C′
dτ as implemented in the flux calculation software EddyPro201

(cf. LiCor Biosciences, 2016).4 This definition is similar, but not equal to202

Eq.26 by Lenschow et al. (1993). Further, we set τmax to the integration time203

at which Rw,C/w′C ′ reaches 1/e to obtain an estimate for Tf that is most204

consistent among different runs (LiCor Biosciences, 2016). According to the205

ML method, the variance σ(FC) of the measured flux FC is related to TF as206

well as to the flux averaging period T , and the correlation coefficient5 rw,C207

between the vertical wind velocity w and the mole fraction C.208

4With the cross correlation Rw,C(t):=
∫
w(τ)C(τ + t) dτ .

5The correlation coefficient between w and C is defined as rw,C = w′C ′ /[σ(w)σ(C)].
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σML(FC) = FC

√
2TF
T

1 + r2w,C
r2w,C

(7)

We evaluate the ML uncertainties for the isotopic compositions of ET,209

δET , (equation 4) by propagating the uncertainties of the isotopologue fluxes,210

see appendix Appendix A.211

2.3. Eddy covariance water isotope measurements212

2.3.1. Instrumentation213

Water vapor isotope analyzer214

We equipped the EC setup (cf. section 2.4.3) with an additional inlet to215

perform 2 Hz measurements of the water vapor mole fraction CH2O,v and216

its isotopic composition in both, δD and δ18O. For these measurements we217

used a customized version of the water vapor isotope analyzer with enhanced218

performance (EP-WVIA, Los Gatos Research. Inc.,San Jose, USA) that was219

optimized by the manufacturer for high flow and 2 Hz data acquisition (2 Hz-220

HF-WVIA, Los Gatos Research. Inc.,San Jose, USA). The measurement221

principle and the optical properties of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA are the same as222

those of the EP-WVIA, which is a laser-based cavity-enhanced absorption223

spectrometer in near infrared (Los Gatos Research Inc., 2013). Instruments of224

this type measure the isotopologue-specific rotational-vibrational absorption225

features of a molecule (Kerstel and Gianfrani, 2008). For the EP-WVIA226

(and the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA), the wavelength is scanned from approximately227

1.3889µm to 1.3888µm (Aemisegger et al., 2012) and the optical path length228

is enhanced up to 2500 m (Los Gatos Research Inc., 2013).229

The customization for 2 Hz measurements included an updated version230

of the analyzers operating software and changes in the analyzers internal231
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plumbing to achieve higher gas flow. In combination with an external dry232

scroll vacuum pump (XDS35i, Edwards Vacuum, Crawley, UK ) we achieved233

a flow rate Φ of up to approximately 7 slpm. By adjusting an external throt-234

tle valve between the analyzer and the pump (Fig. 1), we regulated the235

analyzers flow rate Φ down to approximately 4.2 slpm. With a cell pressure236

of pcell ≈ 40.2 Torr and a cavity size of approximately 401 ml (Robert Proven-237

cal, Los Gatos Research Inc., personal communication by email), this yields238

a theoretical cell turnover6 τtheoretical=Vcell/Φ of approximately 0.3 s.239

Water vapor isotope calibration unit240

To calibrate the δ value measurements of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA we used a cus-241

tomized version of the water vapor isotope standard source (WVISS, Los242

Gatos Research. Inc.,San Jose, USA)7. The WVISS produces water vapor243

with constant isotopic composition (δD and δ18O) at different water vapor244

mole fractions CH2O,v (Los Gatos Research Inc., 2012). The standard WVISS245

compresses and dries ambient air and uses a capillary-based nebulizer to com-246

pletely evaporate a liquid water standard in a heated chamber at 75 ◦C, with247

a gas flow rate below 1 slpm (see e.g. Aemisegger et al., 2012, Los Gatos248

Research Inc., 2012, for details). The water vapor mole fraction is regulated249

by a mass flow controller that adds 0-10 slpm of dry compressed air to the250

heated chamber (Los Gatos Research Inc., 2012). For gas flow rates below251

1 slpm, the WVISS can produce calibration gas with water vapor mole frac-252

6The theoretical cell turnover τtheoretical = V/Φ, can be derived from the (unrealistic)
assumption that there is no mixing in the measurement cell.

7The WVISS used in our experiments had an extended range unit that allows a two
step dilution of the calibration gas, but during the measurements we did not make use of
this feature.
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tions between 5000 and 30 000 ppm. But, as our application required flow253

rates of approximately 5 slpm, we could not set the dilution flow too low,254

yielding a maximum water vapor mole fraction of approximately 13 000 ppm.255

In cooperation with the manufacturer we customized the WVISS to deliver256

a large mole fraction range at flow rates of approximately 5 slpm and refer257

to the customized version as HF-WVISS. The customization of the WVISS258

included a season-dependent change of its internal nebulizer (C50 nebulizer,259

customized for an operating temperature of 80◦C, Savillex, Eden Praire,260

USA) to a nebulizer with higher liquid water flow rate (C100 nebulizer, cus-261

tomized for an operating temperature of 80◦C, Savillex, Eden Praire, USA).262

In winter the HF-WVISS was equipped with the C50 nebulizer and produced263

a mole fraction range of approximately 5000 to 13 000 ppm. In summer the264

C100 nebulizer was used to deliver a mole fraction range of approximately265

10 000 to 26 000 ppm. Additionally to using two different nebulizers, the mole266

fraction range was further slightly tuned by regulating the absolute pressure267

at the nebulizer’s gas inlet between approximately 1.6 and 2 bar (the preset268

value is 2 bar). Further, we equipped the WVISS with an additional throttle269

valve, placed between the mass flow controller and the heated chamber. By270

adding this valve, we achieved a similar flow rate during calibration as during271

the measurements and to minimize the pressure jump after switching from272

the analyzer to the HF-WVISS and vice versa.273

2.3.2. Plumbing and tubing274

The material, diameters, flow rates, and Re numbers for all tubes are275

shown in Fig. 1. The diameters of all tubes ahead of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA276

were chosen to face the trade-off between 1) providing turbulent conditions277
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Anemometer:
GILL R3

Calibration unit
WVISS

Isotope analyzer
WVIA

CO2/H2O analyzer
LI6262

to additional
     analyzer/pump

Heated PTFE tube

to vacuum 
    pump

Heated PTFE tube

PE tube

PE tube

Throttle valves

Filters, 2 μm

Heated box

Φ≈14 slpm
D= 6.5 mm

⇒Re > 3000  

Φ≈7 slpm
D= 4 mm
⇒ Re > 2500 

Φ≈4.2 slpm
D=3.25 mm
⇒Re > 3000

Rain protection

Figure 1: Experimental setup including material, diameters are inner diameters of all
tubing used.

while 2) ensuring an inlet pressure for the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA that allows the re-278

quired flow rate8. The main tube from the anemometer to the calibration unit279

(HF-WVISS) was a 58 m stainless steel coated Polytetrafluorethylen (PTFE)280

tube9 with 6.5 mm inner diameter (TEF1H06, indunorm, Neukirchen-Vluyn,281

Germany). We heated the tube with a current of approximately 4 A directly282

flowing through the tube’s coating, resulting in a heating power of approx-283

imately 10 W/m (Gentsch et al., 2014). The heated tubing has been tested284

8If the inlet pressure was too low, the analyzers automatic pressure control did not
reach its setpoint (pcell≈40T ) at the analyzer’s flow rate of 4.2 slpm.

9The tubing material PTFE (teflon) was chosen due to its smaller retention times if
compared to Synflex tubing (Sturm and Knohl, 2009).
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and proved to be suitable for water isotope measurements (Gentsch et al.,285

2014). The inlet was equipped with a 2µm stainless steel filter (SS-4FW-2,286

Swagelok, Solon, USA), placed in a styrofoam-isolated box, heated with a287

12 W heating plate (Thermo GmbH, Ingolstadt, Germany) to avoid conden-288

sation. The main tube was connected to a purge pump (Thomas VTE-6,289

Gardner Denver, Milwaukee,USA) and the HF-WVISS. The HF-WVISS au-290

tomatically switched between the sample inlet and the calibration inlet.291

2.3.3. Data structure and synchronization292

We calibrated the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA hourly for approximately 10 minutes.293

Additionally, we excluded the time periods during which another analyzer294

- connected to the same gas tube - was calibrated10. The influence of295

calibration-related data gaps and the measurement frequency of 2 Hz on the296

measured fluxes is evaluated in section 3.3.1.297

To synchronize the data of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA with the standard EC298

measurements, all measured isotope data was sent to a PC via a serial con-299

nection. The timestamp of the PC was added to each data point using a300

visual software for measuring technology (ProfiLabExpert 4.0, Abacom, Ger-301

many). On the same PC, the 20 Hz data from the anemometer was recorded302

with a self written C-program to convert the binary data stream to ASCII303

and add the PC’s timestamp to each datapoint (Andre Ringeler, Bioclima-304

tology, Goettingen). Before the anemometer data was sent to the PC via a305

serial connection, the analogue data from the gas analyzer (LI-6262, LiCor306

10This other analyzer was calibrated once at midnight for 7 minutes and additionally
half-hourly for 4 minutes, with one of the calibrations following the hourly calibration of
the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA. The calibration of the other analyzer caused pressure jumps at the
2 Hz-HF-WVIA inlet that led to artifacts in the measured δ values.
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Biosciences Inc., Lincoln, USA) was added, the data was A/D-converted307

and send through a self-manufactured half duplex RS232 serial spy11. Dur-308

ing raw data processing, we realized that the anemometer (and LI-6262) data309

was subject to a consistent delay of 10 s throughout the entire measurement310

period. This yield to a situation were w is delayed behind CH2O,2Hz−HF−WVIA,311

which cannot be interpreted as a tubing effect. After analyzing this time lag312

and using the water vapor concentration of the Li-6262 as a comparison,313

we mathematically corrected for this 10 s delay, which might be a result of314

our synchronization strategy. For flux calculation, an automatic time lag315

optimization method was additionally used as described in section 2.4.3.316

2.3.4. Calibration Strategy317

Water vapor mole fraction calibration318

To calibrate the water vapor mole fractions that were measured with the319

2 Hz-HF-WVIA, we performed repeated manual measurements with a dew320

point generator (DPG; LI-610, Licor, Lincoln, USA). All measurements with321

the DPG were performed in the analyzers ’low flow mode’ with a flow rate322

of 0.1 to 0.2 slpm (we did not see any flow rate dependency of the measured323

mole fractions). The measurements with the DPG were performed on differ-324

ent days in the lab as well as in the field, based on the following procedure.325

We used the DGP with a gas flow of 1.5 slpm and pre-cooled it for at least 15326

minutes. The DPG was connected to the inlet of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA with an327

overblow and a completely open flow meter. We set the DPG to a tempera-328

ture between 5 and 23 ◦C and waited for at least 20 min until the measured329

11https://www.lammertbies.nl/comm/cable/RS-232-spy-monitor.html
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mole fraction stabilized. We repeated this measurement twice for each tem-330

perature with one measurement preceded by a higher temperature and one331

measurement preceded by a lower temperature. Based on this method, we332

estimated upper and lower limits for the respective measured mole fractions333

Cmeas. The difference between higher and lower limit (typically between 50334

to 200 ppm) was used as error estimate for the respective measurement. We335

calculated CDPG, the water vapor mole fraction produced by the DPG as a336

function of ambient pressure and temperature by using the Magnus formula337

(Deutscher Wetterdienst, 1976). The temperature of the DPG had an accu-338

racy of ∆T ≈ 0.2K. The ambient pressure was measured with a barometer,339

(GDH 12 AN, GHM Greisinger, Erolzheim, Germany) with an accuracy of340

∆p ≈ 1mbar. The propagation of the DPG’s temperature-related error (that341

dominated over barometer errors) yields a relative accuracy of CDPG of ap-342

proximately 3 × 10−3. The resulting linear fit between Cmeas and CDPG was343

further used to calibrate Cmeas (cf. section 3.1.2).344

δ value calibration345

To calibrate δ values, measured with the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA at the field site,346

we took hourly measurements with its calibration unit HF-WVISS (see sec-347

tion 2.3.1). The liquid water standard for this calibration was distilled tap348

water with δ values measured with IRMS at the Centre for Stable Isotope349

Research and Analysis (KOSI, Goettingen, Germany) before and after the350

water tank of the HF-WVISS was refilled. For each calibration run, the351

HF-WVISS produced water with constant δ value over the respective mole352

fraction range for summer/winter (cf. section 2.3.1) and the calibration cycle353

involved multiple switches between higher and lower mole fractions to reveal354
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potential hysteresis effects. Each calibration run was initialized by 10 s of gas355

flow stabilization (cf. Los Gatos Research Inc., 2012) and took 7.5 minutes.356

Additionally, the calibration runs were preceded and followed by purging and357

stabilizing of the HF-WVISS for 30 and respectively 60 s to avoid clogging of358

the used nebulizer. The resulting data points were used to fit the analyzer’s359

nonlinear mole fraction dependency by a polynomial of 8th order P (Craw).360

In post-processing, the measured δ values were corrected with the following361

function for the non-linear C-dependency P (Craw):362

δcalibrated = δraw − P (Craw)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δc−corrected

+δH2Ocal (8)

Here, δH2Ocal is the δ value of the calibration water, P (Craw) is the hourly363

measured polynomial of 8th order, and δraw and Craw are the respective raw364

values. Please note that P (Craw) − δH2Ocal is the C-dependent error of δraw.365

This calibration procedure assumes the same mole fraction dependency for366

water with different δ values and is evaluated in chapter 3.1.367

2.4. Additional Measurements368

2.4.1. Measurements to evaluate the calibration strategy369

We quantified the accuracy of the δ values measured with the 2 Hz-HF-370

WVIA by using the HF-WVISS to produce calibration gas with known iso-371

topic compositions over a large mole fraction range. For this measurement,372

we used five liquid water standards (Los Gatos Research. Inc, San Jose,373

USA) with different isotopic compositions ranging from approximately -2.7374

to -19.5h for δ18O from approximately -9.2 to -154h for δD (measured375

with IRMS, see Table 2).376
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δ18O [h] δD [h]

Standard 1 -2.69 -9.2

Standard 2 -7.94 -51.6

Standard 3 -13.39 -97.3

Standard 4 -16.24 -123.7

Standard 5 -19.49 -154.0

Table 2: Five liquid water standards
with different isotopic compositions
(δ18O and δD) were used to determine
the analyzer’s accuracy. All δ values are
given on VSMOW scale.

2.4.2. Isotope analysis of rain377

We took rain samples for isotope analysis using three self-manufactured378

integrated rain samplers (Gröning et al., 2012). Each rain sampler was sub-379

sampled twice and replaced and dried biweekly. The respective subsamples380

of the isotopic composition of rain, integrated over approximately two weeks381

were analyzed with IRMS at KOSI.382

2.4.3. Eddy covariance (EC) and meteorological measurements383

Experimental set-up384

We used a sonic anemometer (Gill-R3, Gill Instruments, Lymington, UK)385

to measure the three-dimensional wind velocities and the sonic temperature386

in 44 m height above ground level with a sampling frequency of 20 Hz. The387

anemometer was placed on a meteorological tower on an extension arm in a388

north-northeast direction. In the vicinity of the anemometer, air was pumped389

through a 50 m long polyethylene (PE) intake tube with an inner diameter390

of 4 mm connected to a closed-path gas analyzer (LI-6262, LiCor Inc., Lin-391

coln, USA), as shown in Fig. 1. This gas analyzer took measurements of392

the mole fractions of CO2 and H2Ov with a data acquisition rate of 20 Hz393

and an effective measurement frequency of 3-4 Hz (due to the analyzers cell394

turnover). We used the 20 Hz raw data, to calculate the eddy flux densities395

of CO2, H2Ov, momentum, latent and sensible heat.396
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Besides the EC setup, we measured standard meteorological parameters397

such as air temperature and relative humidity with a temperature and rela-398

tive humidity sensor (HMP45D, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland) as well as long-399

and shortwave up- and downwelling radiation with a four component net400

radiometer (CNR1, Kipp&Zonen B.V., Delft, The Netherlands). Addition-401

ally, we measured precipitation above the canopy with a tipping bucket rain402

gauge (Thies Clima, Goettingen, Germany) as well as soil temperature and403

-moisture using moisture sensors (ML-2X, Delta-T Devices Ltd., Cambridge,404

UK) in different depths. For more information about the instrumental setup405

see Anthoni et al. (2004).406

Raw data processing407

We used the open source EddyPro R© eddy covariance software, version 6.2.0408

(LiCor Biosciences, 2016) to calculate net water vapor and abundance-scaled12
409

isotopologue fluxes, averaged over an interval of 30 or 60 minutes. Spikes were410

removed from the raw data following the procedure of Vickers and Mahrt411

(1997). During data processing with EddyPro R©, we used block averaging412

(for Reynolds decomposition) and double rotation (to rotate the horizontal413

wind component into the mean wind direction). We chose an automatic414

time lag optimization method to calculate time lags that occurred due to the415

horizontal separation of the sonic anemometer and the gas intake of the gas416

analyzers as well as due to the 50 m (resp. 60 m for the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA) long417

tube. This method calculates plausibility windows as a function of relative418

12To calculate isotopologue fluxes, we divided all measured isotopologue concentrations
by their HITRAN abundances (cf. Rothman et al. 2013) and treated the abundance-scaled
values as water vapor with EddyPro. After data processing, the fluxes were multiplied by
the respective natural abundances to yield isotopologue fluxes.
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humidity and applies a cross-covariance maximization within these plausi-419

bility windows (LiCor Biosciences, 2016). We applied this method for ten420

relative humidity classes. We used the procedure of Horst and Lenschow421

(2009) to correct for additional effects of instrument separation (crosswind422

and vertical wind direction). We used the WPL approach to include den-423

sity effects (due to small mean vertical advection), which is based on the424

assumption of no mean vertical flux of dry air (Webb et al., 1980, Gu et al.,425

2012).13 Further, the Schotanus approach (Schotanus et al., 1983) was used426

to account for the sonic temperature’s humidity dependency when calcu-427

lating the measured sensible heat flux. We set up the flux calculations to428

correct low-frequency effects on turbulent fluxes by calculating the true flux429

cospectra following Eq. 12-18 in (Moncrieff et al., 1997) and estimating430

the high-pass transfer functions using Table 2.2 in (Moncrieff et al., 2004).431

To correct high-frequency dampening, we used the method following Ibrom432

et al. (2007), which is based on recorded spectra and is recommended for433

closed-path analyzers with long tubes (LiCor Biosciences, 2016).434

Quantification of effects on turbulent fluxes due to reduced measuring fre-435

quencies and gappy data structure436

We used the standard EC measurements with the LI-6262 gas analyzer, as437

a reference dataset for our measurements with the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA. The two438

different gas analyzers record data with a different sampling frequency of439

20 Hz (LI-6262) and 2 Hz (2 Hz-HF-WVIA). To evaluate the effects of reduced440

13This method was mathematically applied by converting the measured mole fraction
C into dry mole fraction χ before calculating the covariance with the vertical wind speed w
(Webb et al., 1980, Gu et al., 2012, LiCor Biosciences, 2016). To be more precise, instead
of ρ̄aw′(t)C ′(t) in Eq. 2, the term ρ̄d · w′χ′ is calculated (with the density of dry air ρd).
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measurement frequency on the turbulent fluxes, we reduced the temporal res-441

olution of the standard EC dataset by averaging the 20 Hz data down to 2 Hz.442

Afterwards, the same raw data processing settings were applied to the 20 Hz443

and the 2 Hz dataset.444

Additionally, the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA dataset contains systematic data gaps445

due to frequent calibration (cf. section 2.3.3). We studied the effect of446

these data gaps on the calculated turbulent fluxes by using a dataset with447

artificially produced data gaps. For this, we replaced measured values with448

block-wise occurring missing values (based on the 2 Hz EC dataset described449

above). This newly created data was then used to evaluate for which raw450

data processing settings the data gaps had a systemic impact on the measured451

fluxes. In detail, we used different averaging times of 20, 30 and 60 minutes.452

Additionally, we increased the maximum number of missing values to be 40 %453

to allow flux calculations also for datasets with large gaps.454

3. Results and discussion455

3.1. Evaluation of the setup456

3.1.1. Precision (Allan deviation)457

We evaluated the precision of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA by calculating the Allan458

deviation (Werle et al., 1993) based on a 52 min long nighttime measurement459

at a water vapor mole fraction of approximately 10 000 ppm in the field.460

The measured Allan deviation at an averaging time of τ = 0.5 s was ap-461

proximately 0.45h for δ18O and below 1.3h for δD. Longer averaging times462

reduced the measured Allan deviation with τ−1/2 (Fig. 2) as expected for463

white frequency noise (International Radio Consultative Committee, 1986).464

The measured Allan deviations are dominated by white frequency noise until465
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an averaging period of approximately 500 s for δ18O, and 300 s for δD. At466

these averaging times, the Allan deviations reach their minima at approx-467

imately 0.02h for δ18O and 0.08h for δD. In general, the measured Allan468

deviation of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA is comparable to the values reported for469

different (slow) versions of the WVIA (Sturm and Knohl, 2009, Aemisegger470

et al., 2012). Based on lab measurements, these authors report minimal Al-471

lan deviations that are similar to our measurements for δ18O, but by a factor472

between 1.1 to 4 smaller than in our measurement for δD. The Allan devi-473

ations of the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA under field conditions are within the range of474

IRMS measurements of liquid water samples (including sample preparation475

and handling) that is approximately 0.5 to 1h for δD and 0.024 to 0.1h for476

δ18O (Sturm and Knohl, 2009).477
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Figure 2: The measured Allan deviations have their minima at τmin ≈ 290 s for δD and
τmin ≈ 500 s for δ18O.
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3.1.2. Evaluation of the calibration strategy478

The calibration strategy described in section 2.3.4 is based on the follow-479

ing relationships:480

− A nonlinear relationship between measured δ values and mole fractions481

that is persistent for different δ values (Fig. 3).482

− A linear relationship with a slope of one between calibrated δ values483

and mole fraction corrected δ values δc−corrected (Fig. 4).484

− A linear relationship between measured and real water vapor mole frac-485

tion CH2O,v (Fig. D.15).486

The isotopic compositions measured with the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA showed a487

mole fraction dependency that spans a range of about 3.6h for δ18O and488
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Figure 3: The measured (raw) isotopic compositions δ18O and δD depend strongly on
(raw) water vapor mole fraction CH2O,v.
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about 12.7h for δD over a mole fraction range from approximately 5000 to489

26 000 ppm (Fig. 3). For different δ values, this mole fraction dependency490

was only shifted by an offset (Fig. 3). We corrected this mole fraction491

dependency by a nonlinear fit of 8th order, fitted separately for the high/low492

mole fraction range of the used nebulizer between 5000 to 13 000 ppm and493

10 000 to 26 000 ppm (see section 2.3.4).494

The mole fraction-corrected δ values are linearly related to the real (IRMS-495

measured) δ values with a slope of one (Fig. 4). The respective linear regres-496

sions have R2-values above 0.999 for both, δ18O and δD. The 1σ standard497

deviation of the residuals from this linear calibration curve (in our case with498

a slope of one) can be used to quantify an instrument’s linearity and poten-499

tial accuracy (Tuzson et al., 2008). Based on our measurements with five500
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different standards over mole fraction ranges from 4500 to 27500 ppm, the501

so defined potential accuracy of the 2 Hz HF WVIA is approximately 0.16h502

for δ18O and 0.50h for δD. Thus, the measured potential accuracy is simi-503

lar to the accuracy of an older version of the WVIA (without high-flow and504

high-frequency optimization) that has been estimated to be around 0.14 to505

0.20h for δ18O and around 0.44 to 0.73h for δD (Sturm and Knohl, 2009),506

based on lab measurements with five standards.507

The dew point generator’s water vapor mole fraction was a linear and508

temporarily constant function of the analyzers uncalibrated water vapor mole509

fraction (Fig. D.15). This linear relationship is based on a York-type fit that510

includes error estimates for both axes (York, 1968, Wehr and Saleska, 2017).511

The slope of this linear fit is 1.12± 0.01 and its intercept is −270± 95 ppm.512

The resulting potential accuracy of the mole fraction calibration (defined as513

the sum14 of the accuracy of the dew point generator - cf. section 2.3.4 - and514

the 95 % confidence interval of the linear fit) is between 120 and 250 ppm for515

water vapor mole fractions between 4000 and 30 000 ppm.516

One of the disadvantages of the calibration strategy is the need of ex-517

changing not only the calibration water but also the internal nebulizer in the518

calibration unit when the water vapor mole fraction exceeded the calibration519

range. This produces some additional maintenance effort as one needs to520

plan field trips based on changes in both, the measured water vapor mole521

fraction and the calibration range. Further customization of the WVISS522

14Here we used a sum to propagate the error as a worst case scenario of a constant offset
of all mole fractions calculated with the dew point generator in addition to the random
uncertainties captured in the fit.
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might reduce this effort. Another principle disadvantage of the calibration523

strategy is that only one liquid water standard is used for automatic cali-524

bration and thus only a one-point offset correction is applied. However, the525

test measurements with five water standards show that this approach yields526

potential accuracies of 0.16 and 0.50h for δ18O and δD respectively, which527

is within the interquartile range of a worldwide inter-laboratory comparison528

of 120 different analyzers (IRMS and laser spectrometers) (Wassenaar et al.,529

2012). Based on four different water standards, this inter-laboratory compar-530

ison found the average interquartile range of all measurements (after outlier531

removal) to be approximately 0.18h for δ18O and 1.3h for δD (Wassenaar532

et al., 2012).533

3.1.3. High-frequency dampening (tubing effects)534

For both analyzers, the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA and the LI-6262, there are signifi-535

cant tubing effects (see Fig. 5). The normalized energy spectra15 of the mea-536

sured H2Ov concentrations (see Fig. 5) are dampened towards slopes below537

the expected slope of −2/3 in the inertial subrange (Kaimal and Finnigan,538

1994). This frequency dampening appears earlier for higher relative humid-539

ity (see Fig. 5). The normalized energy spectrum for sonic temperature on540

the other hand closely follows the -2/3 slope. Tubing effects are stronger for541

the LI-6262 than for the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA (Fig. 5). Over all humidity classes,542

the high-frequency dampening occurred later for the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA than543

for the LI-6262, which had a non-heated inlet tube. Thus, we conclude that544

15The energy spectrum can be defined as Sxx(f) := F [Rx,x] with the auto cross co-
variance Rx,x :=

∫
x∗(τ)x(τ + t) dτ (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). By using the cross

correlation theorem it can be shown that Sxx(f) = |F [x(t)]|2, a definition given by (Stull,
1988).
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with respect to the energy spectrum the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA does perform com-545

parable or slightly better than the LI-6262 that is routinely used to measure546

water and CO2 fluxes with the eddy covariance method at this site.547
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Figure 5: Ensemble averaged normalized energy spectra f × Sxx/σ

2 for temperature in
combination with the spectra of the mole fractions of water vapor measured with two
different analyzers (top panels), and different isotopologues of water (bottom panels).
The horizontally aligned panels show different relative humidities RH. For temperature,
f × Sxx/σ

2 followed the theoretical slope of -2/3 in the inertial subrange (open circles,
all panels). The spectra of water vapor mole fractions measured with the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA
showed less pronounced tube effects than the LI-6262, as visible in the deviation from the
theoretical slope of -2/3 (top panel). For the different isotopologues Cklm, all measured
with the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA, tube effects were similar but noise had a stronger influence on
the less prevalent isotopologues (bottom panel).

The spectral energies for the different isotopologues are similar in the548

inertial subrange (Fig. 5), but isotope selective tubing effects become vis-549

ible when the ratio between the isotopologue’s spectra is plotted (Fig. 6).550
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Figure 6: The normalized ratio of the spectral energy densities for the different isotopo-
logues. The normalization factors are A1 = (σ161)2/(σ181)2 and A2 = (σ161)2/(σ162)2.
The normalized ratio of the energy spectra deviate from 1 to a larger extent for higher
RH, implying more isotope selective tubing effects for higher RH.

This result stresses the necessity of a data driven high-frequency correction551

that accounts for different humidity classes, such as the correction method552

following (Ibrom et al., 2007) used in our study.553

The obtained ensemble averaged16normalized and frequency-scaled cospec-554

tra cospw′,C′ (Fig. 7) show comparably small deviations from the expected555

slope17 of -4/3 in the inertial subrange for both analyzers as well as for the556

16The ensemble averaging was performed by a flux calculation software (EddyPro,
Licor, Lincoln, USA), see e.g. (LiCor Biosciences, 2016) for details.

17Shown for potential temperature and horizontal velocity by (Kaimal and Finnigan,
1994)
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Figure 7: The ensemble averaged frequency-scaled and normalized cospectra fn
cosp(w′, C ′H2O)/cov(w,CH2O) as a function of non-dimensional frequency fn = fhm/u
(with measurement height hm and mean horizontal wind velocity u) are similar for both
analyzers (top left panel) and all isotopologues (top right panel). The bottom panels show
the ratios between the individual isotopologue’s cospectra. The normalization factors are
B1 = cov(w,C161)/cov(w,C181) and B2 = cov(w,C161)/cov(w,C181).

three different isotopologues. The cospectra of the different analyzers (Fig.557

7) deviate much less from each other, than the energy spectra in Fig. 5.558

The ratios between the isotopologue’s cospectra are plotted in Fig. 7. These559

ratios reflect isotope selective effects on the δ18O value (for the cospectral560

ratio of C181 and C161) and on the δD value (for the cospectral ratio of C162
561

and C161). While the cospectral ratio fluctuates around one in case of δ18O,562

there is a rise in the high-frequency range in case of δD. This rise is also563

discussed in the next paragraph.564
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3.2. Instrument noise and aliasing565

Instrument noise and aliasing yields a rise in the high-frequency end of the566

energy spectra (Fig. 5). This effect is stronger for higher relative humidity,567

corresponding to smaller fluxes e.g. at night (Fig. 5). The rise at the high-568

frequency end of the spectrum is stronger for the LI-6262 than for the 2 Hz-569

HF-WVIA and appears earlier for C162 than for the other isotopologues (Fig.570

5). The latter might reflect that instrument noise is relatively stronger for571

δD than for δ18O. A generally more noisy signal of δD measurements and572

potential tubing effects that only affect deuterium were also discussed by573

Griffis et al. (2010), who measured the energy spectrum based on 3 h of574

measurements above a corn canopy. For their measurements, the resulting575

energy spectrum for C162 showed a generally higher variability than for the576

other isotopologues (Griffis et al., 2010). For the energy spectrum obtained577

during our measurement campaign (Fig. 5), such a higher variability in C162
578

did not occur in general.579

3.3. Measured ET and δET580

3.3.1. Influence of slow measurement frequency and gappy data structure581

We analyzed how much the technical limitations of our setup (the compa-582

rably slow measurement frequency and the gappy data structure - cf. section583

2.3.3) influenced the calculated net fluxes. For this purpose, we used the584

LI-6262 measurements and produced two artificial datasets with firstly a re-585

duced measurement frequency of 2 Hz, and secondly the same gappy data586

structure in addition to the reduced measurement frequency of 2 Hz. More587

than 98 % of the variability of the measured EC fluxes based on the slow588

(2 Hz) dataset is directly linked to the EC fluxes based on the fast (20 Hz)589
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data (the R2 of the 1:1 line is above 0.98). The good agreement between590

these datasets goes in line with the fact that for the LI-6262 gas analyzer591

20 Hz is only the data acquisition frequency, whereas its real measurement592

frequency is about 3-4 Hz (cf. section 2.4.3). Deviations from the 1:1 line593

occurred preferentially towards an underestimation of the fluxes calculated594

with the 2 Hz data set (Fig. 8). However, the mean and the median of595

the difference in fluxes calculated with the fast (20 Hz) and the slow (2 Hz)596

dataset are only 0.1 and respectively 0.03 mmol m−2s−1. When artificial data597

gaps are added to the 2 Hz LI-6262 data, still more than 88 % of the vari-598

ability of the measured EC fluxes is directly linked to the EC fluxes based599

on the fast (20 Hz) data. Deviations from the 1:1 line are considerably larger600

for this dataset. The standard deviation of the difference between the fast601

(20 Hz) and the gappy slow data (2 Hz-gappy) is 0.5 mmol m−2s−1. The mean602

and the median of this difference is 0.07 and 0.03 mmol m−2s−1, respectively.603
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Figure 8: Influence of reduced measurement frequency (left panel) and gappy data struc-
ture (right panel) on the calculated net water vapor fluxes. The red line is the 1:1-line
and errorbars are the respective ML-uncertainties.
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Thus, the data gaps introduce deviations from the standard EC-calculations,604

but they do not lead to an additional bias, even if approximately 40 % of the605

data is removed.606

3.3.2. Net water vapor fluxes607

If compared with the LI-6262, the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA underestimates the net608

water vapor flux (Fig. 9). The slope of a York-type regression (cf. York, 1968,609

Wehr and Saleska, 2017) is approximately 0.81. With a coefficient of deter-610

mination R2 of 0.9, the two fluxes correlate strongly with each other. Such611

a strong underestimation did not occur in the study of Griffis et al. (2010),612

with slopes of 0.99 and 1.06 and R2 values above 0.997 for the comparison of613

net water fluxes of an isotope analyzer and an infrared gas analyzer (IRGA).614

Also, measurements with the standard version of the WVIA that has an effec-615

tive measurement frequency of 0.2 Hz (Good et al., 2012) did not report such616
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Figure 9: Hourly evaluated net fluxes (black points)
after applying the high-frequency correction as mea-
sured with the two different analyzers (2 Hz-HF-
WVIA, and LI-6262) and their respective ML-
uncertainties in gray and a York-type fit (blue line),
see text for details.
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a strong underestimation.18 For our dataset the disagreement in measured617

net fluxes between the LI-62662 and the 2 Hz-HF-WVIA partly arise from618

the applied frequency correction. The net water vapor fluxes without any619

high-frequency correction of the two analyzers agree better (slope = 0.91,620

R2 = 0.92) (Fig. C.14). If a high-frequency correction without humidity621

classes following Moncrieff et al. (1997) is applied to our data, the agree-622

ment between the two analyzers further improves (slope = 0.93, R2 = 0.92).623

However, the analysis of spectra and cospectra in chapter 3.1.3 shows the624

necessity of a correction that accounts for different humidity classes, such as625

the correction following Ibrom et al. (2007). This seems particular important626

for δD.627

Other comparisons between EC measurements of water vapor fluxes be-628

tween open-path and closed-path analyzers show differently well agreement,629

e.g. with flux underestimations by the closed-path system of only 0.4 %630

(Haslwanter et al., 2009) or 6 % (Wu et al., 2015).19 Inter-comparison exper-631

iments of different water vapor sensors, also reported larger underestimations632

of water vapor fluxes between multiple EC systems up to 20 % (Nemitz et al.,633

2009) or 45 % (Mauder et al., 2007), respectively.634

18It might be worth noting that Griffis et al. (2010) did not apply a high-frequency
correction, because they used short tubes (Tim Griffis, personal communication) while
Good et al. (2012) applied a high-frequency correction following Lenschow and Raupach
(1991) for laminar tube attenuation of a passive scalar which does not differentiate between
humidity classes.

19Haslwanter et al. (2009) used the high-frequency correction following Massman
(1991), while Wu et al. (2015) used the high-frequency correction following (Fratini et al.,
2012).
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3.3.3. Uncertainty of δET635

The propagated ML-uncertainties, as a function of the magnitude of ET636

are shown in Fig. 10. As expected from Eq. A.1 in the appendix, the637

uncertainties of δ18OET and δDET were typically larger when ET is small,638

because if the random uncertainties do not approach 0 in the same way639

as fluxes approach 0, the corresponding relative uncertainties increase with640

decreasing fluxes (Eq. A.1).20 For all daytime fluxes above 2 mmol m−2s−1,641

the median of the propagated uncertainties is approximately 0.5 and 1h642

20In general, this is only true, if a) the individual uncertainties σ of the individual
eddy fluxes Fi do not approximate 0 in the same way and b) the flux ratio itself does not
approximate 0.
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Figure 10: Box-whiskers plots, indicating a de-
crease of the propagated uncertainties σ of the
(hourly measured) isotopic composition of ET
(δET) with increasing ET. Only daytime val-
ues are included in this plot.
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for δ18O and δD, respectively. Overall, the obtained uncertainties of δ18OET643

are comparable to different (averaged) uncertainty estimates21 observed by644

other authors with flux gradient approaches. There estimates reach from645

approximately 1.4h above a semi-arid savanna (Good et al., 2012) as well as646

based on a simulated flux gradient experiment for typical daytime conditions647

(Lee et al., 2007), to an average uncertainty of 8h over 6 sunny days above648

a temperate grassland (Hu et al., 2014). For δD, an average uncertainty of649

the flux gradient measurements of approximately 6h was estimated above650

a semi-arid savanna (Good et al., 2012).651

3.3.4. Seasonal variability of δET652

In Figure 11, the isotopic composition of ET (δET) is shown on seasonal653

timescale for both isotopologues in combination with potential drivers of δET654

such as temperature T , relative humidity RH, vapor pressure deficit VPD655

and the amount of rain. The flux-weighted diurnal average of the isotopic656

composition of ET (δ18OET and δDET) varied from approximately -19 to 0h657

for δ18O and from approximately -140 to -25h for δD (Fig. 11). Before658

leaf unfolding and after leaf coloring, when ET is comparably small, the659

uncertainties of δ18OET and δDET were typically larger, as ET was small (cf.660

section 3.3.3). On a monthly timescale, the flux-weighted mean of δ18OET661

and δDET spanned a range of about -3.5h for δ18OET and about −40h662

for δD (Table 3). Compared to the variability of the isotopic composition of663

21The quoted authors use different estimates of the uncertainty of flux gradient mea-
surements, such as a simulated flux gradient measurement with a dew point generator
under typical daytime conditions (Lee et al., 2007), standard deviations from 4 minute
data to hourly means (Hu et al., 2014) and standard uncertainty estimation of the under-
lying linear regression (Good et al., 2012).
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Figure 11: Time series of evapotranspiration (ET) and its isotopic composition δ18OET

and δDET in combination with meteorological measurements of temperature in 2 m height
[T(2m)], relative humidity (RH), vapor pressure deficit (VPD), and the amount of rain.
The vertical lines mark the times of the beginning of leaf unfolding on 19. April 2016
and the beginning of leaf coloring on 6. October 2016. All time series except δ18OET and
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Month CH2O δ18Ov δDv ET δ18OET δDET

[ppm] [h] [h]
[
mmol
m2s

]
[h] [h]

February 6712 -20.9 -159 0.6 -12.0 ± 1.4 -99 ± 11

March 6859 -21.0 -160 1.2 -10.9 ± 1.3 -105 ± 10

April 7566 -18.4 -136 1.3 -11.3 ± 0.7 -80 ± 5

May 11717 -16.6 -122 1.4 -9.8 ± 0.8 -67 ± 5

June 16112 -16.2 -122 2.4 -9.3 ± 0.4 -70 ± 2

July 15654 -15.2 -114 2.4 -8.7 ± 0.4 -62 ± 3

August 15370 -15.9 -117 2.1 -9.3 ± 0.5 -61 ± 2

September 15424 -16.4 -120 1.3 -10.6 ± 0.6 -69 ± 3

October 10894 -21.0 -152 1.0 -9.2 ± 0.8 -96 ± 6

November 7257 -22.4 -162 0.6 -8.5 ± 1.8 -75 ± 11

Table 3: Monthly averaged quantities. For δET the averages are flux-weighted.

ambient δ values, the variability of δET is a factor of 2 smaller in the case of664

δ18O, but only a factor of approximately 1.2 smaller for δD (Table 3).665

3.3.5. Diurnal variability of δET666

The mean diurnal cycles of the isotopic compositions of ET (δ18OET and667

δDET) are shown in Fig. 12 for spring (March to May), summer (from June668

to August) and autumn (September to November). These diurnal cycles669

were only evaluated for daytime (7h-21h GMT+1), as the uncertainties rise670

with decreasing ET. For both delta values, the isotopic composition of ET671

generally rose throughout the day. This rise throughout the day is expected672

for a water source that enriches during the course of the day and thus for non-673

steady state conditions. Such a rise of δET was found for all mean diurnal674

cycles shown in Fig. 12, except for δDET in summer that shows a rather675

constant behaviour, indicating that during this time, equilibrium conditions676

were reached for δD, but not yet for δ18O.677
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Figure 12: Diurnal cycles of the isotopic composition of ET δET, isoforcing IF and ET
during daytime (7h-21h GMT+1).

To quantify potential effects of ET on the isotopic composition of the678

atmosphere, we calculated isoforcing according to Eq. 5 that can be inter-679

preted as the rate of change of the atmospheric δ value multiplied by the680

boundary layer height h (see Eq. 6). For this calculation, we used the data681
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points measured at 44 m as atmospheric composition δa in Eq. 6. All calcu-682

lated hourly isoforcing values were positive, corresponding to an enrichment683

of the atmospheric δ value due to ET. This is also true on monthly timescale,684

with δET > δv (Table 3). The mean diurnal cycles of isoforcing are domi-685

nated by the mean diurnal cycle of ET and have diurnal maxima of 0.08686

and 0.6hm−2s−1, for δ18O and δD respectively (Fig. 12), comparable to the687

results found by other authors (Welp et al., 2008, Lee et al., 2007, Hu et al.,688

2014).689

3.3.6. Dual isotope analysis of δET690

In the δ18O-δD-plane, effects that influence δD and δ18O differently (e.g.691

non-equilibrium fractionation) become visible (Dansgaard, 1964). The lo-692

cal meteoric water line (LMWL), can be defined by the linear regression of693

rain samples (Bowling et al., 2017, see e.g.), with a typical slope of 8 in694

the northern hemisphere (Dansgaard, 1964). Processes with non-equilibrium695

fractionation, such as evaporation, change the isotopic compositions in the696

δ18O-δD-plane along shallower slopes for both, the evaporated water (Gat,697

2000, Twining et al., 2006) and for the remaining liquid water (Gat, 1996,698

2000, Cappa et al., 2003, Twining et al., 2006). Thus, deviations from the699

LMWL can be interpreted as indications for non-equilibrium fractionation.700

For our dataset, dual isotope analysis (as shown in Fig. 13) provides evi-701

dence that ET is not dominated by non-equilibrium fractionation when there702

is transpiration (i.e. in the period between leaf unfolding and leaf coloring).703

During this time period δET fluctuates around the LMWL. For the period704

when we do not expect transpiration (before leaf unfolding on 19. April and705

after leaf coloring on 6. of October) we find indications for non-equilibrium706
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Figure 13: The flux-weighted weekly averages of δET, plotted in the δD-δ18O plane in
combination with the corresponding weekly means of δv and biweekly sampled isotopic
composition of (integrated) rain, plotted seperately for different months. The blue line is
the local meteorologic water line with a slope of 7.4.

effects as the isotopic compositions of ET falls below the LMWL. This could707

be related to non-equilibrium effects of evaporation from different (enriched)708

water pools which were subject to evaporation before. Additionally to this709

general difference between the transpiration-dominated and the evaporation-710

dominated time periods, there is a period in August and September when711

δET lies slightly above the LMWL. These two months have higher VPD than712
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the other months (see Fig. 11). We propose that related to the higher VPD713

in these months evaporation increases in this period.714

When water evaporates from water sources that were not strongly en-715

riched in the preceeding period, the measured δET can deviate positively from716

the LMWL. This has been discussed for the case of the GMWL by (Twin-717

ing et al., 2006). In particular non-equilibrium evaporation from a limited718

amount of water (e.g. fast evaporation) could shift the isotopic composi-719

tion into this direction (Dansgaard, 1964). However, such processes could be720

investigated further by combining direct simultaneous EC measurements of721

δ18O and δD with chamber measurements, modeling, and sampling of plant722

and soil water components.723

More generally, the LMWL at our field site (shown in Fig. 13) had a slope724

of 7.4, reflecting the interplay of different drivers of the isotopic composition725

of rain such as the isotopic composition of water vapor, the dew point and726

temperature during rainout as well as the way of cooling (Dansgaard, 1964).727

The so-defined LMWL should be interpreted with caution because our mea-728

surement period spans different seasons and thus the precipitation could be729

related to air masses with different water sources, which would indicate that730

the interpretation of the LMWL is not straightforward in all cases (Gat,731

1996). However, the measured isotopic compositions of water vapor and rain732

are comparably close to the LMWL throughout all months.733

4. Conclusions734

Here, we demonstrated that the high-flow and high-frequency optimized735

water vapor isotope analyzer (2 Hz-HF-WVIA), in combination with an in-736

tense calibration is capable of eddy covariance measurements of the isotopic737
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composition of water vapor above a forest ecosystem. Based on the mea-738

sured spectra and cospectra, we conclude that in our setup, the measured739

fluxes are exposed to tubing effects. But the obtained spectra and cospectra740

are comparable (slightly better) to the standard EC measurements at this741

field site. The uncertainties of the measured isotopic composition of ET as742

determined by propagated ML-uncertainties of the individual isotopologue743

fluxes are comparable to different uncertainty estimates of flux gradient ap-744

proaches. In particular, the propagated ML-uncertainties decrease, with gen-745

erally increasing net fluxes, yielding more reliable measurements in summer,746

when fluxes are larger. Overall, our measurements imply that EC measure-747

ments of the isotopic composition of water vapor can provide insights into748

the dynamics of the hydrological cycle on an ecosystem scale, in particular749

on weekly or monthly timescale and for periods when the net water vapor750

fluxes are high. A combination of EC measurements of δET with chamber751

measurements, leaf, soil and twig-water sampling and modeling approaches,752

could help to partition ET into its components. As a proof of concept, the753

analysis of δET in the δ18O-δD-plane highlights the potential of dual isotope754

analysis of δET. We propose that such analysis, if applied in combination with755

measurements of different water pools and fluxes, will further help to under-756

stand the dynamics of the hydrological cycle. This is particularly interesting757

at sites where flux gradient approaches have limited applicability.758
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Appendix A. Propagation of the uncertainty of δET1127

According to equation 4, the isotopic compositions of evapotranspiration1128

(ET) are based on the ratio of two fluxes (e.g. F1 = F 181 and F2 = F 161).1129

The corresponding uncertainties propagate to the ratio in the following way:1130

σ(F1/F2)

F1/F2

=

√(
σ(F1)

F1

)2

+

(
σ(F2)

F2

)2

− 2rF1,F2

σ(F1)

F1

σ(F2)

F2

(A.1)

With the correlation coefficient rF1,F2 := F ′1F
′
2/(σF1σF2) between F1 and1131

F2. As the measured rF1,F2 , based on all measured data, is above 0.999, we1132

approximate rF1,F2 with 1 in Eq. A.1.1133

Appendix B. Filtering criteria for flux measurements1134

We used the following criteria to remove outliers from the hourly mea-1135

sured (isotopologue) fluxes, following the standard methodology at this site:1136

• We removed all data with a quality flag of 2, using the flagging policy1137

’Mauder and Foken, 2004’ in EddyPro (see LiCor Biosciences, 2016).1138

• We removed water vapor fluxes below -0.1 mmol m−2s−1.1139

• We filtered out the fluxes with a variance of H2O above its 97.5-1140

percentile.1141

Additionally, we removed outliers of δET that exceeded a range from -201142

to 0h for δ18O and from -150 to -10h for δD.1143
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Appendix C. Comparison of net fluxes (Moncrieff)1144
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Figure C.14: Hourly net fluxes (black points) as measured with the two different analyz-
ers (2 Hz-HF-WVIA, and LI-6262) with ML-uncertainties in gray. The left panel shows
uncorrected fluxes, while the right panel show fluxes after high-frequency (HF) correction
following Moncrieff et al. (1997). The red dashed line is the 1:1 line and the blue lines are
York-type fits for the respective panels. No HF-correction (left): slope = 0.91, R2 = 0.92;
HF correction following Moncrieff et al. (1997) (right): slope= 0.93 and R2 = 0.92.

Appendix D. Calibration of CH2O,v1145
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Figure D.15: The mole fraction calibration was linear
with a slope of approximately 1.12 and a coefficient
of determination R2 above 0.999.
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